Invites you to a talk on

“PATH BREAKING TREATMENT FOR CHILDREN AND
ADULTS
WITH AUTISM”
Adithya was diagnosed with Pervasive
developmental disorder and had
developed severe gut issues. He would
not be able to focus and was
hyperactive. His mother was trying
various therapies but she could not find
solutions to bring relief to the challenges
he was facing. When he was 6, she
reached Aashwasan. After taking
Aashwasan’s treatment for three months
she started seeing changes in his
awareness levels. Stomach issues he had
became better and his intestinal issues gradually resolved. His digestion improved and he could go
off the GFCF diet. His comprehension improved dramatically. He became better at concentrating
and started to do better in his music classes. Today, he is performs karnatic classical melodies in
public shows. He also has taken to swimming, badminton and golf. He has won several awards in
swimming and badminton. He has started expressing very clearly and is able to share how he feels. A
keen observer of things, he brings out small and minute aspects that others would have missed. He
still finds academics challenging, but his parents are not worried. They are confident of a path for
him as he is sure that he wants to become a musician.
Aashwasan’s unique scientific methodology has not only been instrumental in helping individuals
diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorders overcome their challenges such as cognitive issues,
motor skills, sensory issues, low immunity, gut problems, heavy metal toxicity, communication,
building relationships etc. but also facilitated expression of their innate talents and skills. The
expression of their abilities and the capability to adapt to the environment makes them stand with
the possibility of being a part of the equal opportunity space as anyone.
Aashwasan’s path breaking scientific methodology is brought forward by Ms. Rashmi Aiyappa, the
world renowned spiritual scientist, Inventor, Social Innovator and Entrepreneur. To know more
about Aashwasan science and Aashwasan’s unique scientific methodology Join the Aashwasan Team
on 8th of September, 11:00am – 1:00pm at Octave753, 8th Main Rd, Koramangala, Bengaluru,
Karnataka 560034.

